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SALT LAKE CITY, March 8, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Building upon the success of its ISE 2018 product marketing program, ClearOne (NASDAQ:
CLRO), a global supplier of audio and visual communications systems, is showcasing its industry-leading line of collaboration and conferencing
solutions at Enterprise Connect 2018 at Booth #1332 in the Gaylord Palms in Orlando, Florida.

"A new era is upon us," ClearOne CEO Zee Hakimoglu stressed today.  "The true integration of professional quality audio and video in affordably
priced, easy to use and scale collaboration systems is becoming a broadbased reality in 2018 and ClearOne is playing a decisive role in making this
exciting new era possible."

Hakimoglu stressed that enterprises of every type are increasingly demanding affordably priced multimedia collaboration solutions. Driven by the
widespread adoption of mobile audio and video consumer devices, professional user expectations are changing with the evolution of video
technologies and flexible deployment models.

Building upon its solid leadership in the audio conferencing market, ClearOne is leading the industry in the development of a complete range of audio
visual solutions. "To be sure, there are many vendors that say they can provide collaboration systems but no one is able to offer the breadth and depth
of collaboration solutions that feature a tight integration between audio and video endpoints and cloud video services. ClearOne's ability to deliver this
tight audio-video integration gives us an edge over competing collaboration offerings," she asserted.

ClearOne is strategically positioned to deliver solutions for every segment of the expanding collaboration market with its COLLABORATE® Pro
(Models 300, 600 and 900) portfolio and related products and services, including the Spontania™ cloud-based service, COLLABORATE Versa 150
(USB PTZ camera, speakerphone and central hub) and UNITE® 200/150 video cameras. 

Designed for group video collaboration, COLLABORATE Pro is a robust, multi-purpose room system with features that include video conferencing
with cloud video, audio and web conferencing with hundreds of users; traditional SIP/H.323 systems; in-room meeting with wireless presentation and
whiteboard; native Skype® for Business, and meeting and in-room capture recording. 

COLLABORATE Versa empowers customers to bring their own laptop and preferred conferencing application to a meeting room and experience
better group video conferencing with Versa's professional quality speakerphone and camera. 

For organizations who want only a cloud based video and web conferencing solution, ClearOne offers Spontania that brings together all the
collaboration tools required for effective and reliable communication for hundreds of users joining from anywhere, using any device - PC or mobile or
room devices. 

ClearOne's video collaboration systems also include uniquely compelling features like in-meeting and online instant messaging and presence,
multiuser wireless presentation sharing, recording and live streaming. In addition, ClearOne plans to enhance the meeting experience by adding
interactive digital whiteboarding in June 2018.

ClearOne will be showcasing its line of media collaboration and unified communications solutions at Enterprise Connect 2018 at Booth #1332 at the
Gaylord Palms in Orlando, Florida.

About ClearOne
ClearOne is a global company that designs, develops, and sells conferencing, collaboration, and network streaming solutions for voice and visual
communications. The performance and simplicity of its advanced, comprehensive solutions offer unprecedented levels of functionality, reliability and
scalability.

Printable releases are available in our Investor Relations area at http://investors.clearone.com.
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